‘Music in the Garden’
4th and 5th September 2020
Safety Information

Safely enjoying your visit
In welcoming you to this live outdoor event the Half Moon place the utmost importance on the safety and wellbeing of
our guests, performers, volunteers and employees.
We have introduced a range of new health and safety measures that seek to reduce the risk associated with the
presence of COVID-19 that are in line with government advice and the requirements of our local health authorities.

Before you arrive
Please make sure you have made your booking in advance. Entry on the gate will be strictly limited
§
§
§
§

Before leaving home, please check our website at http://www.halfmoonsheet.co.uk/festival or our Facebook
page for any latest information
Please be ready to make on-site payments using a bank card and use cash only as a last resort
You are welcome to bring your own suitable face covering to enter the festival
You should not attend if you are displaying any of the symptoms associated with COVID-19.

On arrival at The Half Moon
•
•
•
•

We have a strict maximum capacity of 30 tables per session in order to allow for social distancing.
There are restricted entrances: The guest entrance is from London Road. The artist entrance is from the rear
corner of the car park.
Entrances will be staffed, and we will strictly enforce the capacity limit for each session.
Any tables which have not been taken up at 8pm (evenings) or 1pm (Saturday) will be made available to others
on the waiting list.

Inside the garden
•
•
•
•
•

We have created roped off exclusion areas, reserved tables, one-way routes and queuing areas to allow for
social distancing and the best possible experience for everyone.
Please take note of all information signage throughout the site with safety messages and instructions.
Please take note of any advice or safety instructions from Half Moon staff members or volunteer stewards (in
yellow hi-viz vests)
Where possible, please use the ordering app (‘Round’) for food and drink that will then be brought to your
table
Queues for entry, food, drink and toilets will be organised and may seem longer as we prioritise social
distancing.

Hygiene & Disinfection
§
§
§
§
§

We will have thorough and regular cleaning measures throughout each session and between sessions, which
seek to disinfect high-frequency touch points, such as tables and chairs, taps, handles, plates and benches
We have introduced hygiene stations / hand sanitiser dispensers around the garden and building for guests to
use.
We request that everyone on site upholds the highest possible hygiene standards – whether it be when
sneezing or coughing, through regular hand washing or the frequent application of hand sanitiser.
We have introduced new Personal Protective Equipment requirements for a range of activities that our staff
routinely perform. These include face masks, disposable gloves, eye protection and hand sanitiser. The use of
such equipment and clothing by our employees is both to protect them and our guests.
Our staff and volunteers have received COVID-19 specific training and instructions on how to stay safe as well
as how to keep our guests safe.

Adverse Weather
•
•
•

We have a limited number of parasols available
We recommend you bring your own wet weather provisions with you
We will not be providing additional covered space in the form of marquees as this would cause social
distancing issues in the event of adverse weather

